For sequentially monitoring and controlling average and variability of an online manufacturing process, and control charts are widely utilized tools, whose constructions require the data to be real (precise) numbers. However, many quality characteristics in practice, such as surface roughness of optical lenses, have been long recorded as fuzzy data, in which the traditional and charts have manifested some inaccessibility. Therefore, for well accommodating this fuzzy-data domain, this paper integrates fuzzy set theories to establish the fuzzy charts under a general variable-sample-size condition. First, the resolution-identity principle is exerted to erect the sample-statistics' and control-limits' fuzzy numbers (SSFNs and CLFNs), where the sample fuzzy data are unified and aggregated through statistical and nonlinear-programming manipulations. Then, the fuzzy-number ranking approach based on left and right integral index is brought to differentiate magnitude of fuzzy numbers and compare SSFNs and CLFNs pairwise. Thirdly, the fuzzy-logic alike reasoning is enacted to categorize process conditions with intermittent classifications between in control and out of control. Finally, a realistic example to control surface roughness on the turning process in producing optical lenses is illustrated to demonstrate their data-adaptability and human-acceptance of those integrated methodologies under fuzzydata environments.
Introduction
In nowadays fierce, competitive marketplaces, providing consistent and reliable quality products has been acknowledged as one of the most significant criteria for industrial manufacturers to persist their survival and sustainable growth. As such, establishing effective quality management systems and programs has become their prioritized strategy for lowering the percentage of nonconformities, slashing manufacturing costs, and fulfilling customer satisfaction [1] . Among them, the quality-control scheme has been widely advocated as a powerful control tool for achieving production effectiveness, as well as remaining quality-based competitive advantages [2] .
Currently, for practically monitoring and controlling manufacturing processes, Shewhart-type control charts are extensively applied due to their notable capability on genuinely and early revealing process-abnormal conditions so as to ward off mistaken process intervention, prevent excessive product-defects, and eliminate costly scrap or rework of final products [1, 3] . Typically, the control chart constitutes three tracking lines, a center line (CL) and upper and lower control limits (UCL and LCL), whose construction is generally based on moderate numbers of subgroup sample data, each with either equal or unequal sample size, randomly being drawn from the process's key quality characteristic. For monitoring the process conditions, the control charts function under the situations that when all statistic points of collected sample 2 Complexity data fall within the limits and do not exhibit any systematic pattern, the process is classified as in statistical control and no interference is needed; otherwise, the process is being suspected to be affected by some assignable causes that deserve to be comprehensively investigated through well-structured corrective actions [1] .
Traditionally, Shewhart control charts are constructed based on random precise data collected from a key quality characteristic. However, in practice, crisp data may fail to describe the nature of several applications, such as the surface roughness of components, the transmission speed of certain lights through a material, and the coating thickness of industrial cutting tools, because they cannot be recorded or measured precisely [4, 5] . Besides, making decisions on whether those products are conforming or nonconforming or judging if a process is in control or out of control usually includes some extent of human subjectivity relating to decision-makers' intelligence and perceptions. These issues create the vagueness in the measurement system; therefore, the recorded data are considered as fuzzy data [6] [7] [8] [9] . With the presence of fuzziness, the variance of normal observations tends to increase [10] , and some intermediate decisions indispensably exist in-between the binary classification [6] . Thus, in order to adapt to these fuzzy environments, the traditional control charts with binary classifications are necessarily extended to "fuzzy control charts" [7, 11] which are considered as an inevitable and suitable choice in monitoring and controlling a manufacturing process with fuzzy data [7, [12] [13] [14] . As such, several fuzzy control charts have been proposed and constructed, for instance, fuzzỹ-̃and̃-̃control charts by Senturk and Erginel [7] , fuzzy and control charts by Shu and Wu [11] , fuzzy and control charts by Nguyen et al. [15] , fuzzy MaxGWMA control chart by Shu et al. [4] , and fuzzy control chart for multiple objective decision-making problem [16] .
Nevertheless, certain problems in the construction and evaluation of fuzzy control charts have been raised. Particularly, Wang and Raz [17] proposed multigrades linguistic terms such as perfect, good, medium, poor, and bad to express the key quality characteristic. However, the underlying probability distribution of the linguistic data was not considered [18] . Hence, Kanagawa et al. [18] suggested estimating the probability distribution existing behind the linguistic data before constructing the control charts. Then, Laviolette et al. [19] and Asai [20] pointed that the probability estimation cannot be easily determined. In addition, as the membership function of linguistic terms is obtained arbitrarily on a given scale regardless of the fuzziness in the judgments of experts [11, 21] , the linguistic-based control charts are not firmly validated. Similarly, using defuzzification methods such as fuzzy midrange, fuzzy mode, fuzzy median, and fuzzy average in constructing fuzzy control charts proposed in several researches [7, 17, 22] has also raised a core controversial issue of losing the fuzziness information in the original data as well as misjudgement of the manufacturing process [11, 23, 24] , although it allows the control charts to be constructed with binary classifications.
Thus, several scholars have put great effort into preserving the fuzziness of vague data in their approaches. For examples, Grzegorzewski and Hryniewicz [25] utilized the necessity index of strict dominance (NISD); however, Chien et al. [26] claimed that the NISD is content-dependent because the ranking results may change when a new fuzzy number is added. Also, Gülbay and Kahraman [13] came up with an acceptable percentage index called direct fuzzy approach (DFA) which was then found failing in obtaining the fuzzy sample means and variances with the simple using of -cuts [11] . Shu and Wu [11] developed a fuzzy dominance approach (FDA) by extending Yuan's fuzzy-numbers ranking method [27] . Nevertheless, the FDA approach can only perform nicely at the dominance degree greater than 0.5. Nguyen et al. [28] proposed a detailed procedure to classify a process, but some of their rules were found indistinguishable by Nguyen et al. [15] , who later proposed a remedy for a better performance. Though Shu et al. [4] established a thorough system to evaluate manufacturing processes, their classification rules seem quite complicated. Therefore, this paper aims at providing an easier procedure by simplifying Yu and Dat's ranking method [29] . In addition, our fuzzy and charts can generally deal with variable sample size which is the key advantage of our proposed control charts over those of Nguyen et al. [28] . This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly provides key characteristics of traditional and control charts, playing as the foundation for our detailed procedure to construct fuzzy and control charts presented in Section 3. Also in Section 3, an empirical case in monitoring surface roughness of optical lenses in its turning process is conducted as a paradigm to illustrate the applicability of this new extended approach in building these fuzzy control charts. In order to effectively evaluate them, Section 4 apprises not only our advocated approach by simplifying Yu and Dat's ranking method [29] but also the elucidatory development of our novel classification mechanism which is then used in the case discussed in Section 3 to provide a thorough controlling and monitoring procedure for the application of our proposed fuzzy control charts in practice. Some concluding remarks make up the last section.
Review of Traditional and Control Charts
Literally, process variability must be fully controlled before process mean is monitored because larger variability in manufacturing process always results in higher percentage of nonconforming products, although the process mean is kept unchanged at its target value [1] . The process variability can be monitored with either chart or chart, while chart is used to monitor process mean; thus, in practice, chart usually goes with either chart or chart. Specifically, chart and chart are preferably used if sample size is small (no more than 10), whereas chart and chart are used when sample size is either larger than 10 or variable [2] . In practice, there are several applications where randomly choosing samples with variable sizes is economically preferred [1] . Moreover, many scholars claimed that control charts with variable sample size can detect process shifts markedly faster than the ones Complexity 3 with equal sample size [30] . Therefore, this paper investigates samples with variable sizes; correspondingly, only chart and chart are taken into consideration. Suppose a quality characteristic has a normal distribution with a mean and a standard deviation , that is, ∼ ( , 2 ). Normally, and are not known in advance. They are usually estimated from initial samples taken from a process that is believed to be in control. Conventionally, 20 or 25 samples are investigated; their grand average is used as the best estimator of , and their average standard deviation can be used to obtain the estimated value of [1] .
Let be the size of the th sample of the samples investigated. Let denote the value of the quality characteristic in the sample th at the observation th ( = 1, ; = 1, ). The average of the th sample, denoted by , and the grand average of the samples, denoted by , are determined by
Let and denote the standard deviation of the th sample and the samples, respectively. They are obtained by
From the values of and̂, the centerline (CL), upper control limit (UCL), and lower control limit (LCL) of the chart are constructed by
where 4 is a constant determined by sample size as shown in several textbooks [1, 2, 31] . And, is the number of standard deviation units (usually called Sigma) that are allowed as tolerance; traditionally, = 3 is usually used [1, 2] .
And the control limits for chart are determined by
The control limits of the control charts determined by (3) and (4) sample has its own value of 4 . By plotting all of and ( = 1, ) against the variable control limits, we can detect out-ofcontrol signal (if any).
Construction of Fuzzy Chart and Chart
With sample fuzzy data obtained from a manufacturing process, this section shows how our proposed fuzzy chart and chart are constructed in order to monitor the underlying process average and variability, respectively.
Let̃1,̃2, . . . ,̃( = 1, ) be fuzzy observations (fuzzy data) which are assumed to be fuzzy real numbers discussed in [4, 28] . Upper and lower control limits are constructed based on these fuzzy data. For any given ∈ [0, 1], we can obtain the corresponding real-valued data (̃) and (̃) for = 1, and = 1, . In order to obtain the estimate of the fuzzy control limits for (̃) and (̃) , the real-valued data (̃1) , . . . , (̃) and (̃1) , . . . , (̃) ( = 1, ) are used in (1)-(4), which results in the following:
.
(a) Construction of Fuzzy Upper Control Limit̃. By using the above results, let us consider the closed interval , which is defined as follows:
where
Based on resolution identity [32] , the control-limits' fuzzy numbers (CLFNs) for the membership function of the fuzzy upper control limit can be defined as
Since each̃is a fuzzy real number, (̃) and (̃) are continuous with respect to on [0, 1], saying that , , , and are continuous with respect to on [0, 1]. Under these facts, the -level set (̃) of fuzzy upper control limit̃can be simply written as
where , and , are shown in (8) .
From (10) , the relationship between (̃) and , , , is found as
Similarly, the relationship between (̃) and , , , is found as
(b) Construction of Fuzzy Lower Control Limit̃. With the same procedure, the endpoints of the -level closed interval of the fuzzy lower control limit̃are determined by 
The construction of the fuzzy control limits for fuzzy chart is done the same as that for fuzzy chart. The results are summarized as follows:
(a) The endpoints of the -level closed interval (̃) = [(̃) , (̃) ] of fuzzy upper control limit̃are determined by 
Fuzzy Averagẽand Fuzzy Mean Standard Deviatioñ.
In order to realize whether the fuzzy averagẽand fuzzy mean standard deviatioñare within the fuzzy control limits, we need to calculate their membership functions with the sample-statistics' fuzzy numbers (SSFNs) first. With a similar procedure for the CLFNs, the endpoints of the -level closed interval (̃) = [(̃) , (̃) ] of fuzzy averagẽare obtained by
And, the endpoints of the -level closed interval (̃) = [(̃) , (̃) ] of fuzzy mean standard deviatioñare
In order to illustrate the practical applicability of the proposed fuzzy and control charts, a realistic example in monitoring and controlling surface roughness of optical lens on its turning process is presented in Section 3.4 as a paradigm for their data-adaptability.
Practical Application I.
In recent years, optical lenses have become key components in many industrial products, such as digital cameras, microscope, and telescope [28] . Most of optical systems require accurate correspondence between the object and image, as well as high-quality image which can be achieved with high-quality and precisely centralized lens. A lens with better surface roughness significantly improves the optical resolution of the object image [33] . The quality of an optical lens depends not only on its design and its materials but also on the production process itself. The machining processes generate a wide variety of surface patterns, including lay, roughness, and waviness as illustrated in Figure 2 . The effect of light scattering induced by the surface roughness has been well addressed in [34] [35] [36] [37] . Literally, the less roughness on a lens surface the better [38, 39] because the roughness makes the light scattered as shown in Figure 3 . Thus, surface roughness is one of the most important factors in evaluating the quality of a lens since quality lenses make the final optical products perform functionally as expected; that is, controlling the surface quality is a critical issue. However, as manufacturing condition is the key source of the surface texture irregularities which may form nucleation sites for cracks, imperfections, or quick corrosion [40] , monitoring the manufacturing process becomes incredibly important in the optical lens industry. The surface roughness is practically assessed by the height of the irregularities which can be measured with either contact methods using stylus profilometers [41] or noncontact methods including direct imaging using a commercial atomic force microscope in tapping mode [42] , speckle-contrast method, light scattering method [43, 44] , and so on. However, each method has certain disadvantages. A profilometer does not work accurately when the size of the features of the surface are quite close to the size of the stylus. Besides, it has difficulty in detecting flaws of the same size as the roughness of the surface. Under noncontact methods, some features that are less than some fraction of the frequency of their operating wavelength of light cannot be detected by the instruments that rely heavily on the optical inference [45] . Also, human eyes are capable of seeing the colors ranged from violet through red which lies in the wavelength range of 400-700 nanometers (nm), respectively [46] . Due to these problems, the surface roughness cannot be measured precisely; thus, the recorded value is interpreted as a triangular fuzzy number as depicted in Figure 4 .
In this study, twenty-five samples have been randomly taken from a current turning process. Due to the random sampling, the sizes of the samples are variable. The collected data are shown in Table 6 . As mentioned above, the uncertainty existing in this measurement could be affected by randomness and the phenomenon of fuzziness. Therefore, both randomness and fuzziness should be taken into consideration [4] . Runs test is considered as one of the good methods to test for the randomness of fuzzy numbers [47] . The attained significance levels for different cut-points (median, mean, and mode) under this test are shown in Table 1 . As all of the levels are greater than 0.155, at a given significance level of 0.01 was used in this study, the surface roughness can obviously be considered as a random variable [2] . Moreover, it is critical to test if these data are normally distributed because normal distribution is the basic assumption to construct the control charts. The normal distribution is tested under Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) statistics [31] . With our data, the attained significance level of 0.05 in this test indicates that the surface roughness is normally distributed. As a result, the data can be used to calculate the fuzzy control limits and construct fuzzy control charts. The fuzzy chart and chart with = 3 for the twentyfive investigated samples are plotted in Figures 5 and 6 , respectively.
In evaluating a fuzzy control chart, we need to compare SSFNs and CLFNs. Thus, a method for ranking fuzzy numbers is mandatory. Among several existing ranking approaches, a recent method proposed Yu and Dat is considered in this paper due to its claimed ability in not only providing consistent ranking results and easy applicability but also effectively ranking a mix of various types of fuzzy numbers [29] . The next section, Section 4, elucidates the development of our thorough classification mechanism based on a simplified approach of the chosen method.
Proposed Classification Mechanism
With fuzzy control charts shown in Figures 5 and 6 , as each fuzzy observation needs compared with its fuzzy control limits only, for better efficiency, Yu and Dat's approach [29] can be efficiently simplified by adding an extra normal triangular fuzzy number0 = (0, 0, 0) which is used as a radical number to support our comparison. Specifically, consider a generalized normal fuzzy numbers̃= ( , , , ) whose membership functions are defined bỹ
Let̃( ) and̃( ) be the inverse functions of thẽ( ) and̃( ), respectively. Then, the left and right integral values of̃to0, respectively, denoted by LV and RV , are calculated by
By incorporating optimism level , an index presenting subjective attitude of decision-maker ( ∈ [0, 1]), with LV and RV , our proposed ranking index of̃, denoted by SV , is defined by
Monitoring Process Variability.
In order to monitor process variability, we need to compare the collected fuzzy datã with its fuzzy control limits̃and̃. Hence, based on the ranking index in (21), the following procedure is suggested: (1) Calculate SṼ, SṼ, and SṼfor̃,̃, and̃, respectively.
(2) For̃, we calculate its standard deviation, denoted by Sd across the samples by the following formulas:
(3) For̃, from the obtained SṼand Sd , we establish two relevant control limits for̃as
(4) For̃, from the obtained SṼand Sd , we establish two relevant control limits for̃as follows: (a) Process is in control at the optimism level if the following condition happens:
(b) Process is rather in control at the optimism level if one of the following conditions happens:
(c) Process is rather out of control at the optimism level if one of the following conditions happens:
(d) Process is out of control at the optimism level if one of the following conditions happens:
(d2) SṼ≤ 6 .
Monitoring Process Average.
In monitoring process average, we need to compare the collected fuzzy data with its fuzzy control limits̃and̃. Similarly, we suggest the following procedure:
(1) Calculate SṼ, SṼ, and SṼfor̃,̃, and̃, respectively.
(3) For̃, from the obtained SṼand Sd , we establish two relevant control limits for̃as follows:
(4) For̃, from the obtained SṼand Sd , we establish two relevant control limits for̃as follows: 
(6) Then the manufacturing process can be classified based on the following rules:
(a) Process is in control at the optimism level if the following condition happens:
Process is rather in control at the optimism level if one of the following conditions happen:
(c2) 6 < SṼ< 5 .
Practical Application II.
The above classification mechanism is now employed in evaluating the fuzzy control charts shown in Figures 5 and 6 . Particularly, with the simplified left and right integral value approach presented in Section 4, the six critical values in the 5th step for the process variability and process average across the different optimism levels are, respectively, displayed in Tables 4 and 5 . Moreover, with the suggested classification rules for the process variability and process average, the current manufacturing process can be classified as in Tables 2 and 3 where we briefly present the numerical results at five optimism levels 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 for brevity (full results are supplemented on request). The numerical results in Table 2 indicate that the current process variability is in control although the process variability of the 20th sample is considered acceptable (rather in control) only. The in-control process variability is well considered as the first and important criterion to further analyze the process under chart because its control limits depend on the process variability. Moreover, if assignable causes of the variability are detected and eliminated, no systematic pattern is found on chart [1] . Based on Figure 6 and the numerical results the twentyfive samples investigated in Table 3 , five alarming signals, including 15th, 19th, 20th, 23rd, and 25th samples, are detected. Among them, 19th, 23rd, and 25th samples are considered rather in-control (R-In), while a pessimistic decisionmaker (at optimism level 0.1) believes that the 15th and 20th samples are rather out-of-control (R-Out) and if he/she is more optimistic, these two samples can be still claimed to be rather in-control (R-In); that is, the incorporation of the human subjectivity, practitioner's experience, and optimism level in our proposed ranking index provides certain flexibility in the process evaluation. Ultimately, with such outliers, a careful investigation is needed to look for the assignable causes occurred in the production of these mentioned samples. Once detected, the causes should be completely eliminated from the current process; or at least, their impacts escorting the process variability must be significantly reduced with proper corrective actions undertaken in order to improve the surface quality of the manufactured optical lenses.
From managerial perspective, the classification with four intermediate levels plays important role in avoiding unnecessary adjustments to the current process, thus avoiding vain expenditures and operational risks. Specifically, for the "rather in-control" process, no intervention to the process is suggested unless its cost is bearable. On the other hand, for "rather out-of-control" process, mediating the manufacturing process is strongly required if either the setup cost is small or tolerable or the gains of quality products outweigh the large expenditure for possible intervention.
Conclusion
In monitoring a manufacturing process, the conventional control charts are only applicable for real-valued data and categorizing the process as either in control or out of control; however, due to some certain problems in measuring, the data are not precisely collected, which is said to be fuzzy data. Therefore, in the fuzzy environment, the traditional control charts turn out to be inappropriate. Hence, in this paper, we proposed fuzzy and control charts whose control limits are obtained based on the results of the resolution identity in the well-known fuzzy set theory. Moreover, in order to monitor the process based on these fuzzy control charts, by simplifying a recently proposed ranking method based on the left and right integral value, we developed thorough evaluation rules which can classify a manufacturing process in the fuzzy environment into four different linguistic statuses, including in-control, out-of-control, rather out-of-control, and rather in-control. Basically, since the incorporation of optimism level into the ranking index provides critical flexibility in decision-making procedure, decision-makers can take their own advantages and experiences in implementing proper actions in order to fully control the quality of manufactured products. In the empirical case study of monitoring the surface roughness of optical lens with fuzzy data in manufacturing processes, both randomness and fuzziness are taken into consideration to avoid potential bias and loss of efficiency. By comparing the fuzzy averages and variances to their respective fuzzy control limits, our proposed control charts have effectively detected key alarming signals whose underlying roots need to be carefully investigated so that corrective actions can be undertaken in order to either preclude them from the process or reduce their effect on the variation in the processes to improve the surface quality of the optical lenses. In addition, the intermediate classification provided by our proposed control charts practically signifies the trade-off between the intervention cost and the expected quality gain; thus, our approach can obviously avoid not only unnecessary adjustment to the current process but also the potential loss in their business. As such, our proposed fuzzy control charts can fulfill the current literature of the conventional chart and chart in terms of effectiveness when fuzzy data inevitably present in the manufacturing processes. 
